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issue of Christianity versus Islam, the story of the crusades
becomes rather one of West versus East.
The kingdom The Latin kingdom suffered from the fact that it was the
of Jerusalem child of ^ Fjjst Crusade, and in it were reflected all the
characteristics of its parent. The Crusade was a Holy War,
so the Church claimed a leading place in the occupied terri-
tory ; it was led by feudal barons, so a government based on
feudal customs was instituted; its ultimate victory had been
due to the assistance of the naval powers, so their commercial
ambitions had to be fully satisfied; and its success had been
limited in the main to the coastal area, so that owing to their
geographical situation the Latin States could not easily be
governed as a single unit, while on the whole of their elongated
eastern flank they were bounded by hostile Moslems. From
the beginning, then, there were numerous factors militating
against unity, which prevented the creation of a solid and
centralised State.
The king	The Western barons were strangers in a strange land,
ruling over territories accustomed to an autocratic regime
and inhabited by a mixed population, partly Moslem, partly
Greek Christian in religion. Such had been the situation of
Roger I when he conquered Sicily, and he had shown his
genius by the skill with which he had utilised the various
elements to serve the common purpose of his own authority
and his country's prosperity. Roger, however, had the
advantage^ denied to Godfrey of Bouillon, of having been
the single leader of a conquest designed and executed by
himself. Godfrey was only one of a number of leaders, three
of whom before his elevation had been endowed with separate
States of their own. He was elected as primus inter pares,
not as sovereign lord, and he had not the power, even if he
had had the necessary imagination to realise the advantages
of imitating the wise policy of Roger. Nor had he the time,
for he died in 1100 and was succeeded by his brother Baldwin,
who handed over his county of Edessa to another Baldwin,
a near kinsman. Baldwin I took the title of king which
Godfrey had refused. This added to his dignity, but made
little difference to his authority. The kingdom of Jerusalem
was the largest and the most important of the four Latin
States, but its ruler was only the nominal overlord of the
other three. They owed him fealty, he owed them protection

